The Military Reputation of
Sir George Grey: The Case of Wereroa
IN an interesting paper on Sir George Grey's generalship during his first
governorship of New Zealand, Ian Wards concluded that Grey's achievements were negligible, that his reputation was gained by systematic
misrepresentation of the facts and denigration of other men. 1 The present
paper is intended to throw further light on Grey's generalship by examining
one episode in his second governorship, the capture of Wereroa Pa in
July 1865. Here, as the direction was in Grey's hands, direct comparison
seems possible with a general of standing and ample means. Historians
and biographers have generally thought it a brilliant military feat: if it is
not, nothing else in Grey's career can claim to be.
The west coast campaign of 1865 had as its initial objective military
occupation of the coastal plain from the Wanganui to the Patea rivers, and
of a smaller area south of settlement in Taranaki. 2 Defeat and expulsion
of resident Maoris were necessarily involved. Cameron began occupying
the first area by moving north from Wanganui late in January 1865. By
the end of that month Colonel Warre had occupied the designated land
in Taranaki. 3
Early in his advance Cameron encountered the Wereroa Pa. Built by
Ngatiruanui on the left bank of the Waitotara river where it was joined
by the Koie stream, it comprised one large pa with outworks on both
flanks. The only face open to attack was very strong: to the rear, secure
escape routes led down steep cliffs across the valleys into bush. 4 Cameron
had accepted the losses unavoidable in attacking a strong pa when, as at
Rangiriri, it barred his advance or when, as at Orakau and Gate Pa,
decisive results could be expected. Neither was true of Wereroa; any
soldier would have sought more equal ground. The defenders appeared
resolute. On 25 January Cameron's camp near Wereroa was attacked in
daylight, 'by far the boldest attack' yet experienced. Numbers deployed
equalled those in any previous engagement, Wereroa continued to be
occupied, and the dead and wounded were nearly all Ngatimaniapoto. 5
Cameron considered his force too small to attack Wereroa: instead of
1,100,6 of whom only 700 or 800 could be used in an attack, he needed
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2,000, i.e. an investing force of 1,200 or 1,400, as at Orakau or Gate Pa.
Accordingly, he pushed on towards the Patea river, advising Grey that
2,000 reinforcements were needed for decisive results. 7 When Cameron
reached the Patea on 17 February, drafts from other districts had raised
his force to 2,000,8 enough to attack Wereroa but, as he explained to Grey
in person, no military gain would offset the probable losses, since escape
could not be prevented. Thereupon Grey ordered the advance to continue
beyond the Patea as far as possible. 9
When disturbances began in the Bay of Plenty soon afterwards, 10 Grey
did not utilize Cameron's forces nor his advice, sending aid to friendly
Maoris and local forces instead. 11 At Wanganui Grey used similar forces
to occupy hostile centres up river, notably Pipiriki, which he described
as a key position on tracks connecting Wereroa with other parts of the
North Island. 12 Grey had earlier obtained Cameron's sanction to use these
local forces against Wereroa, but he took no action though 'repeatedly
pressed' by friendly Maoris. 13 He did write Cameron a letter implying an
early attack on the pa by British troops. Already well beyond the Patea,
Cameron asked plainly whether to return to Wereroa or continue the
advance so recently ordered: he could not do both at once. Grey directed
the advance to continue. 14
Early in April the Premier, F. A. Weld, advised further operations
including an immediate attack on Wereroa. To comply with Weld's
desire Grey could have directed Cameron to attack with British troops,
or have ordered an independent attack by colonial forces, as at Pipiriki.
He did neither. Instead, by quoting from Cameron's private letters
reflections upon ministers' war aims, he induced Weld to renounce British
aid entirely.15 He did not tell Cameron, or cease giving him instructions.
Cameron now reported that he had gone as far as practicable. His
mobile column of 800 ought not to be reduced since it was the only force
left for any new outbreak, but if Grey wanted more coast occupied, 400
could land at Te Namu and extend new posts into Taranaki. To secure
the land already held, Cameron recommended patrols specially trained
and equipped, when settlers were to be established. 16 Grey ordered Te
Namu occupied and all existing posts maintained. Patrols he denounced
as calculated to embitter and extend insurrection. 17
For fuller instructions Cameron went to Auckland at the beginning of
May. Two unrelated events precipitated a violent quarrel: receipt of
orders to despatch half the British regiments in New Zealand, and discovering that Grey had disclosed to Weld Cameron's private letters. 18
Only one detail is relevant here: Cameron twice more declared that,
despite military objections to attacking Wereroa, he would undertake
that or any operation ordered by Grey. 19 No such order was given, but
not because of Weld's decision to accept no further aid: as late as 21 May
Grey was issuing instructions for other troop movements. 20 Thus Cameron
did not refuse to attack Wereroa. He did not seek 2,000 reinforcements
for the purpose of attacking Wereroa, nor did he hold it 'impossible' to
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capture it 'by a large-scale formal attack' : 21 he did 'consider it impossible
to take that position by any formal operation in such a manner as your
Excellency wishes, viz., so as to secure a marked and decided success,
inflicting a large loss on the enemy, and sustaining but a trifling loss
ourselves.' 22
Cameron's comments assumed a determined defence, a fair assumption
after the bold attack at Nukumaru. In fact Nukumaru shook Ngatiruanui
resolution. From the Waitotara to the Patea not one Maori was seen, the
country was deserted. 23 In March an officer was sent to Wanganui
authorized to make a surprise attack on Wereroa if, as seemed likely, its
defenders were reduced in number. 24 Cameron was confident that
intelligence from friendly Maoris would furnish 'an opportunity of taking
it with little loss.' 25 Negotiations through friendly Maoris continued for
some weeks in the expectation that a chief Pehimana and 200 followers
would submit and bring about a general evacuation. In anticipation
Cameron came back to Patea on 21 April, but nothing came of it.26 Soon
Wereroa was being strengthened.
In the heated exchanges that began in May Grey argued for a regular
siege of Wereroa before any troops left New Zealand. Cameron insisted
upon express instructions. Getting none, he instructed Brigadier Waddy,
commanding at Wanganui, to re-establish a post at Nukumaru which
would be 'useful in the event of a formal attack on the pa being undertaken
by your Excellency's desire. I have further given Brigadier-General Waddy
permission to surprise or make a sudden attack on the place if he considers
that the information he may receive as to the number of Natives in it
justifies him in doing so.' 27
Contact was then renewed with Pehimana, who met Waddy on 20 June.
At this stage a small colonial force arrived unannounced with instructions
from Weld to attack Wereroa. After some parley, the force was about to
attack when it was ordered back by the British commander. 28 This was
the situation immediately before Grey's intervention.
Why did Grey himself go to Wereroa? Not simply to have the pa
attacked: he could have ordered Cameron to attack, or have ordered an
attack by colonial forces, as he had contemplated in March and as Weld
had done in June. Repetition of the recent muddle could be avoided by
having Cameron renew the sanction given in March, or by directing Waddy
to give the local force a free hand. 29
Grey's explanations are numerous and inconsistent. A brief despatch
written the day before leaving Wellington implies one explanation. It
forwarded Maori letters 'showing that war parties are moving from several
points to encourage the fanatics left in the pa at Wereroa to hold out and
aid them'. 30 The object was clearly to suggest that Grey went to capture
Wereroa before it was reinforced, but it was never followed up. The basis
for a second is laid in Grey's despatch on Wereroa: six times the critical
position of Pipiriki is invoked to justify the attack. 31 But it had no bearing
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upon his reasons for going to Wereroa where the news first reached him.
A third is implied in Grey's speech opening the General Assembly after
his return. Relating that he had directed British troops to establish order
on the west coast, Grey went on: 'Contrary to my anticipations, however,
considerable delay took place, which involved consequences fraught with
disaster, and which led to fresh outbreaks in other parts of the colony. I
therefore ordered the Colonial Forces to advance against the Wereroa
Pa'. 32 This needs no comment.
Grey's fullest explanation occurs among comments on a report by
Cameron: 'an altogether faulty system of warfare had been pursued
which had unnecessarily entailed a great loss of life, a vast amount of
human suffering, an enormous and useless expenditure and waste of
materials . . . I thought it was my duty . . . to give a practical proof that
more important results than had ever hitherto been attained, could be
gained with a much smaller sacrifice of life, with a much smaller force,
and at very trifling cost. I think I succeeded in doing so'. And again:
'my object was to try to have a new system of operations inaugurated
opposed to his [Cameron's]'. 33 This is incompatible with Grey's desire
for a regular siege, reiterated several times only weeks before the fall of
Wereroa, and with his actions at Wereroa.
A fifth account occurs in a favourite anecdote of Grey's later years, in
which he responded to the appeal of friendly chiefs who hastened to
Wellington and roused him late one night. 'Sitting on the floor or standing
around the bed they traced diagrams describing the position and construction of the pah and told of the distress which the settlers and loyal
natives suffered from its occupation by the rebels.' 34 The least probable of
Grey's explanations, this does contain one grain of truth. Grey actually
went in response to a written offer to yield Wereroa to him personally.
The letter is mentioned in a covering note of 26 June with the names of
four chiefs accompanying it. 35 Two at least returned on 12 July and
renewed negotiations with Wereroa. 36 Grey arrived on the 16th and met
Pehimana with another Wereroa chief the following day. 37 Grey's purpose
was no secret at the time: it was recorded by ministers and reported in the
press.38 That it later dropped from sight shows how completely Grey's
version came to prevail.
After discussion with the Wereroa chiefs Grey went to take possession
of the pa, but as many occupants remained hostile he turned back. On
18 July the occupants offered to renew negotiations but Grey concluded
that no chance of surrender remained. 39
On 19 July Grey arranged an attack with Waddy and preparations
began immediately. Colonial forces totalled 470, 134 Europeans and the
remainder Maoris, including a Native Contingent under Captain T.
McDonnell. Waddy was to provide 400 British infantry and an artillery
detachment. Guns had to come from Wanganui taking at least two days.
Waddy left to make the necessary arrangements. Far from being 'a new
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system of operations' the intended attack would clearly be an orthodox
frontal assault: artillery would breach the palisade for a storming party.
All else was left to be decided when the force assembled: nothing could
begin until the artillery was in position.
Although Grey later denied it, 40 a major change of plan was put into
effect on 20 July in Waddy's absence. As Grey described it, 41 the revised
plan was to exploit 'a fatal error of j u d g e m e n t . . . in the construction of
the pa', the existence of two points of land overlooking its rear: the
bushclad Karaka heights across the Koie and a spot across the Waitotara.
Riflemen holding both could prevent escape by day, while ambushes in
the valleys would be scarcely less effective at night. Thus surrounded, the
defenders would have to surrender. Obviously it would be essential to
occupy both points simultaneously and without warning.
By 10 a.m. on 20 July, half of Waddy's infantry was present: the
remainder could not arrive before the 21st. At 12.30 p.m. the colonial
troops and nearly all the Maoris set off for Karaka, arriving six hours
later. After a night in the bush they surrounded a kainga, taking 80
prisoners without bloodshed. Soon afterwards a 'few dropping shots' fired
into Wereroa and some 'distant cheers' informed Grey, and the occupants,
that Karaka was occupied. At 10 a.m. a full report arrived. British troops
sent to bring in the prisoners were replaced from nearby posts. No attempt
was made to contact Waddy. At sunset a few rifles began firing from
Karaka. Defenders were leaving down a cliff concealed from Karaka, and
by 10 p.m. Wereroa was empty, the garrison escaping without a scratch.
If there were a plan to seize strategic positions and entrap the garrison,
it was bungled. Occupying one position twenty-four hours before there
was any possibility of taking the other, and ensuring that the garrison
knew, guaranteed escape. There are good grounds for thinking there was
no such plan — before the event. According to Grey he explained it first,
at 2 a.m. on 20 July, to Robert Parris, interpreter, who then explained it
to the Maoris. When Parris reported that they 'unanimously agreed to its
soundness, [and] had arranged for the execution of its details among
themselves', Grey 'next saw Captain McDonnell, commanding the Native
Contingent, on the subject'. Only then did he send for von Tempsky who
was to lead the entire force. 42 This reverses the procedure one would
expect. After learning that the force had reached its objective, Grey
informed its commander that he intended seizing the strategic spot across
the Waitotara and ordered 'picked shots to give them no peace by day,
and ambuscades well placed every night'. 43 This was to reiterate basic
points in the plan Grey professed to have explained only twenty-four hours
earlier.
The Karaka movement was actually directed at the villages of Arei-ahi
and Perikama. Rookes, von Tempsky's replacement, had visited the latter
and McDonnell was there when Grey arrived, 44 doubtless negotiating for
Wereroa's surrender, but Rookes' conduct on Karaka indicates uncertainty
about Arei-ahi. Although biographers have credited Grey with detecting
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the fatal error of judgement in Wereroa's site, Grey expressly stated:
'All this was fully explained to me on the ground . . . by natives who
knew the country well, and especially by Hori Kerei, my native orderly'.
Another chief prominent in negotiations over Wereroa later explained
that Grey originally intended an open attack by day. 'I told him the better
plan was to go over the mountain range to Arei-ahi and if that place fell
the Natives would abandon the other place.' 45 Parris also claimed the
credit.46
Wereroa had been occupied for seven months. Its original stores must
have been largely consumed and, as surrender had been discussed for
three months, they are unlikely to have been fully replenished. Seizing
Arei-ahi and Perikama would cut off supplies, making early evacuation
likely. Everything about the move to Karaka indicates that it alone was
expected to dispose of Wereroa, as in fact it did. There is no reason to
reject either Kingi's or Parris's claim. Indeed, if they are accepted in
substance much that is otherwise unaccountable begins to make sense —
the fact that it was Parris to whom Grey first spoke of his plan, and that
Maoris had it 'explained' before any other European. Whole-hearted
co-operation from the Maoris was vital. They constituted two-thirds of
the force, and their knowledge of the ground was essential if Arei-ahi was
to be reached punctually by a roundabout bush track.
It would seem that Parris saw Grey at 2 a.m. on 20 July not to learn
Grey's plan but to be told that he had decided to adopt suggestions made
earlier by the Maoris and, independently of Waddy, take Arei-ahi, thus
cutting off food supplies. When he went back to the Maoris it was to persuade them to undertake the move accompanied by colonial troops. There
was nothing to discuss with European officers until it was known the
Maoris were willing. The absence of provision for prisoners, and the large
proportion of women 47 among what Grey described as a reinforcement
holding an outwork also becomes intelligible. In departing radically from
the plan adopted on 19 July, Grey hoped to obtain Wereroa before
Waddy returned. If he succeeded, he would win great kudos: if not, the
frontal assault — still under preparation as far as Waddy was concerned —
would proceed. The colonial force could not participate but additional
British troops were available. During 21 August, while Wereroa still held
out, Grey obtained 80 men from nearby posts and sent for 200 from Patea:
several hundred more were in reach at Wanganui. The men at Arei-ahi
would be in no danger. They had set off without food, but there was plenty
in Arei-ahi. If attacked they would have no difficulty in holding their
ground: no European force ever suffered serious loss defending a position
against Maoris. It was a gamble without risk.
Four elements provide the setting for Grey's version of the Wereroa
story and enhance its significance, though characteristically they were
never co-ordinated into a consistent narrative: Cameron's refusal to attack
it himself; his orders to Waddy which prevented British troops from
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participating actively; the critical state of Pipiriki; the decisive importance
of Wereroa.
Cameron's refusal to attack has already been shown a deliberate
falsification of the facts. His alleged orders to Waddy are also an audacious
invention. Two months earlier, Cameron had instructed Waddy to
establish a post at Nukumaru, and told Grey that Waddy was free to make
a sudden attack on his own initiative. 48 Cameron distinguished clearly
between 'regular' siege operations and a sudden attack or 'coup de main'.
Siege operations, the classic means of attacking fortifications, had been
used during the first Taranaki war 49 and on a small scale at Orakau.
Though ensuring results with minimum loss of life, they required large
numbers, great quantities of materials and ammunition, and much time.
Surprise was impossible. A siege was justified only if the position could
be surrounded, ensuring destruction or capture of the garrison, or if it
were intrinsically important. Neither condition applied at Wereroa. A
coup de main could be mounted quickly, with a smaller force and much
smaller supplies, and should last only a few hours, but casualties were
unavoidable and could be heavy. Grey certainly appreciated the difference.
Writing to Waddy on 19 July Grey accurately summarized Cameron's
instructions: 'I understand from Sir D. Cameron that he had ordered the
construction of a post at Nukumaru, with a view of enabling you to take
the Wereroa Pa by surprise if a fitting opportunity offered.' 50 Grey had
also received from Cameron acknowledgement of his right to give orders
direct to subordinate commanders, 51 as he had done before. 52 He did so
to five British officers during the Wereroa action.
It is possible but unlikely that on 18 July Grey contemplated a regular
siege. Having so recently sidestepped Cameron's offer to undertake a
siege on his instructions, it is inconceivable that he would have given such
instructions to Waddy. If he did raise the matter seriously it can only have
been in the hope of inducing Waddy to undertake it on his own responsibility. Certainly when he asked Waddy in writing on 19 July whether
Cameron's instructions would 'permit of your proceeding to invest that
place, and to carry out regular operations for its immediate reduction,
without the delay of a reference to him at Auckland' he knew what the
answer must be. There can be little doubt that his object was to get question
and answer on record to support the assertion, made four times in documents dated 18 or 19 July, that 'General Waddy and Her Majesty's Forces
cannot act without orders from Auckland, although the Governor is on
the spot'. 53 When Waddy replied that he could not undertake a siege
without Cameron's orders, Grey issued instructions for a coup de main.
Claiming that Nukumaru was unsuitable for a surprise attack (Cameron's
object in establishing it) he directed Waddy to form a new post of 400 men
to 'serve at once as a moral support for the local forces and Natives,
and answer the object contemplated by Sir D. A. Cameron.' He also requested
'a detachment of Artillery, with heavy guns and mortars for the purpose
of breaching it and keeping down the fire of the place whilst the local
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forces and Natives work up to it and assault'. 54 Waddy thus received, and
took immediate action to implement instructions for an assault with
equal numbers of British and colonial forces. If local forces were to have
the more prominent part, it was by Grey's directive: that in the event the
only active part was taken by local forces resulted from decisions taken in
Waddy's absence.
Two hundred troops were to leave Wanganui on 20 July and arrive on
21 July, but because of heavy rain they delayed a day and had not arrived
when the empty pa was occupied on the 22nd. Grey later maintained that
he had 'passed all the 21st in a state of great anxiety, expecting the
momentary arrival of Brigadier-General Waddy and the reinforcements'. 55
Yet he made no effort to contact Waddy. The failure of the 200 to arrive
on time has sometimes been used to explain the failure to prevent escape,
which is to blame Waddy for not conforming to a change in plans of which
he was told nothing. The attack he had been directed to make could begin
only after the arrival of the artillery, which was never expected before
22 July. Grey's report on Wereroa several times cited the 'critical position
of Captain Brassey and his force' at Pipiriki to justify risks taken during
the attack. In later life Grey claimed that Brassey's plight made it necessary
to begin the attack. 'A British officer held a post which could not be relieved
until the Maoris in Wereroa had been scattered'. 56 This cannot be true.
The detachment was established at Pipiriki in April because of the
strategic importance Grey attributed to it. The force of about 230 colonial
troops was accompanied by several hundred Maoris, who may well have
provided essential protection while the redoubts were being built but who
cannot have been necessary thereafter. These were the Maoris who came
to Wereroa in June on Weld's instructions and who were at Grey's
disposal in July. When Grey arranged with Waddy an attack on Wereroa,
he did not mention Pipiriki. Even if he had known Pipiriki to be in
immediate danger, it would not have made the attack necessary. Indeed at
any time before 12.30 p.m. on 20 July the natural reaction to such news
would be to postpone the attack, leave the base lightly manned and send
relief at once. It was no more necessary to capture Wereroa in July in
order to relieve Pipiriki than it had been to capture it in order to send the
detachment there in April.
Maori letters expressing alarm about Pipiriki date from 14 April, but
Grey stated explicitly that news of Pipiriki's danger was first received
'Late on the night of Wednesday, the 19th.' It is tempting to associate
this with the change of plan that night, and there is reason to think that
Grey intended at one stage to proclaim the connexion overtly. With the
arrival of the news, he went on, it 'was evidently necessary to act as
rapidly as possible with regard to the Wereroa Pa, as until that place had
fallen it was impossible to detach any sufficient force to rescue the garrison
at Pipiriki.' Two later references to Brassey's 'critical position' justify
risks entailed in dividing the force, first in order to occupy Karaka and
then to send soldiers to escort prisoners. A fourth implies a speed-up in
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the plan: further news about Brassey received on 21 July, Grey stated,
made him 'so anxious to hurry on the capture of the place' that he wrote
for a further 200 men from Patea. 57 Two letters shortly after the event
are in similar vein. Immediately the pa was empty Grey promised Brassey
prompt rescue, saying: 'I have risked everything here to be able at the
earliest moment to help you.' 58 Next day he thanked Waddy for assisting
'the speedy capture of the pa, a point of the utmost importance to attain
whilst Captain Brassey and his party were in such danger at Pipiriki.' 59
If this were his intention, he later changed his mind and flatly denied
any change of plan. 60 It is easy to see why. In a story that news of Brassey
imposed a change of plan one discrepancy would stand out even if it were
claimed that the urgency was only appreciated after committing forces to
Karaka: there had been no attempt to inform Waddy.
Reliable news about Pipiriki first reached Grey during 21 July: Brassey
had beaten off an attack on 19 July, but his communications were in
danger. 61 The much-quoted letter reporting the attack and a shortage of
ammunition was written on 21 July and reached Grey in Wanganui twentythree hours after Wereroa was abandoned, 62 and may actually have
reduced the urgency. Certainly steps taken for the relief are difficult to
reconcile with the urgency reiterated to the Secretary of State and with
Grey's melodramatic letter to Brassey written before receiving Brassey's
letter: 'We go into the pa at daylight, and at the same hour a large force
starts to rescue you. A messenger will take this to you, who will manage
to get through the enemy. Hold out bravely; within a few hours after you
get this you will have help.' 63 Three days elapsed before the relief force
left Wanganui and it took six days to reach Pipiriki though no hostile
Maori was encountered. The garrison was found safe, with three men
slightly wounded. 64
The belief that Wereroa was a constant threat to Wanganui, the west
coast generally, and by contagion to the whole Island, is another reason
for the credence given Grey's claims. Between January when Cameron's
campaign began and 22 July when Wereroa was abandoned, normal life
in Wanganui was interrupted only by the murder of two civilians in
February and a brief panic afterwards. 65 By contrast the entire Taranaki
countryside was abandoned and devastated in 1860-61: in Wanganui
itself the whole area from Kai Iwi to beyond Patea was deserted during
Titokowaru's rebellion in 1868. General assertions about the effect of
Wereroa on rebellion elsewhere are impossible to refute, but perhaps it is
sufficient to note that the more truth in them the greater Grey's responsibility for not ordering the attack sooner. That the fall of Wereroa ended
war on the west coast can readily be disproved. In opening the Assembly
Grey congratulated members on 'the practical establishment of peace': 66
six weeks later a proclamation declared the war ended, 67 but fresh actions
by British and colonial forces continued from October 1865 to February
1866. Colonial forces resumed activity in July 1866 and British troops
were called in, following reverses in October. Intermittent disturbances
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continued through much of 1867, and renewed warfare swept the whole
area from 1868 to 1870.68 Far from ending war on the west coast, the fall
of Wereroa had no perceptible effect.
The means by which Grey concealed some facts, distorted others,
presented the whole episode in a favourable light, and confounded
rebuttal, are worth illustrating because they contributed much to a durable
myth.
Grey began with some advantages. Existing prejudice fostered acceptance of a narrative presenting professional soldiers in a 'truly humiliating
attitude.' 69 He had also built up a special prejudice against Cameron,
especially but not exclusively among ministers, 70 initially to conceal his
own reluctance to order an attack. Then there was the indisputable fact
that Grey had taken Wereroa while Cameron had not. Any argument by
Cameron looked like explaining away his own failure, whereas Grey
could adopt the lofty attitude of letting facts speak for themselves. 71
Grey's Wereroa report is brilliant. Detailed, limpid, it appears to omit
nothing and to make close study of documents redundant. It is the more
convincing for its absence of self-praise. An integral part of Grey's literary
art was a complete disregard for truth. Although the suppressio veri and
the suggestio falsi are more frequent than the lie direct, he lied at times
with an audacity almost breathtaking. Yet there was safety in this audacity.
The taboo on lying is strong: omission, distortion and false emphasis are
expected in ex parte statements, but the presumption is strong that a
statement of fact is true as far as it goes. The presumption must be firmly
resisted in dealing with Grey. 72
As in most of Grey's controversies, he had the advantage of getting his
account in first, creating impressions difficult to counter and largely
determining the framework for later discussion. Experience had shown
him that there was little inclination in the Colonial Office or the General
Assembly to scrutinize bulky documents. If he spun out discussion,
burying the issues under masses of documents, he could be confident that
the controversy would be closed without his conceding anything. Three
allegations in Grey's account of Wereroa illustrate these points: Waddy's
inability to attack Wereroa without reference to Cameron; Grey's ignorance of Cameron's instruction to Waddy; the restriction of British troops
to moral support. The first served to justify Grey's using colonial forces
with 1,500 British within a day's march; 73 the second to almost exclusively
protect him against the denial of any such restriction. The third explained
how British troops came to be involved nonetheless.
The first was discussed at greatest length since Cameron categorically
denied it. Grey advanced it first on 19 July, after Waddy had agreed to
join an attack and had started preparations as accompanying documents
showed: 'from the nature of the orders issued to [Waddy] by . . . Cameron
he cannot undertake without reference to him an operation which an
immediate danger renders necessary.' 74 On the assumption that the
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allegation referred to a formal siege, it could be defended but three
enclosed documents make that assumption untenable. First is the letter
in which Grey, having got it in writing that Waddy could not undertake
a siege, directed him to join in a coup de main. 75 The other two are
memoranda not shown to Waddy which further embroider the theme:
'General Waddy and Her Majesty's Forces cannot act without orders
from Auckland, although the Governor is on the spot.' 76 'I am very much
disappointed that General Waddy's instructions prevent him from taking
the steps which appear necessary at this juncture . . . There can be no
doubt that the General [i.e. Cameron] must himself have obeyed the
orders of the Commander-in-Chief [i.e. Grey]; how then he can order his
subordinate officer to refuse to obey them, it is difficult to understand.' 77
After the fall of Wereroa, Grey thanked Waddy 'for the invaluable aid
you have afforded me, by assisting me during the last few days to the
extent that your instructions allowed'. 78 Again this statement is defensible
in isolation but not in the context of what Grey said before and after. In
opening the General Assembly three days later Grey stated that Waddy
and his men 'afforded me all the assistance that was in their power, though
precluded by their orders from taking any active part in the operation'. 79
Reading this in the press before sailing from Auckland, Cameron categorically denied having given any such order, 80 and wrote to ask if Waddy
had. When Waddy replied that he had not, Cameron informed Grey,
described the statement as having 'no foundation in truth', and published
his letter in Melbourne. Grey made this the subject of a short despatch. 81
'Regarding the charge of untruth . . . I think it unnecessary to say anything.
The correspondence regarding the Wereroa Pa is already before you. Her
Majesty's Government can judge whether or not the statement I made
was correct. I have no doubt it was so.' This did not prevent his repeating
the allegation. Reiterating that Cameron's instructions to Waddy had
been 'kept secret from me' he went on: 'These instructions ought not to
have empowered the Brigadier General, at a moment of great peril, to
decline to perform necessary and urgent military service, until he could
receive direct instructions from General Cameron on the subject.'
In the first close scrutiny of the subject in the Colonial office, Sir
Frederic Rogers summed up:
B.-G. Waddy is thus at liberty and known by Sir G.G. to be at liberty to attack in his
own way (i.e. by breaching and surprise) but not at liberty to attack in Sir G.G.'s way —
i.e. by 'investment and regular operations.'
Under these circumstances Sir G.G. seems to have said . . . that the Queen's troops had
received orders wh. precluded them from taking any active part in the operations
ag[ains]t Wereroa Pah.
This statement Gen. Cameron describes as having no foundation in truth. It seems to
me that Sir D.C. is right.
Sir G.G. in this dph leaves it to H.M. Govt, to decide whether his statement was correct
or not, and it seems to me difficult to avoid telling him that on his own showing it was
not correct.82
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By established practice Grey's despatch was sent to the War Office
which invited Cameron's comments. The Colonial Office had already
received from the War Office and forwarded to Grey a report in which
Cameron refuted some of Grey's mis-statements thus giving Grey a third
opportunity which he used for marginal annotations upon Cameron's
report, accompanied by voluminous documents. Twice Grey repeated his
misrepresentation: 'General Waddy distinctly stated in his first letter, of the
19th of July, that he would not direct any attack on the pa until General
Cameron directed that such an attack should be made. . . . On the 19th
Brigadier-General Waddy informed me that he could not direct an
immediate attack on the Wereroa Pa unless he received the orders of
General Cameron to do so.' 83
On receiving Cameron's reply to Grey's September despatch, the War
Office suggested that the controversy had lost all practical importance and
should be closed. The Colonial Office concurred 84 and Grey's elaborate
reply to Cameron was left unchallenged. Grey retained possession of the
field while the Colonial Office avoided having to tell him that on his own
showing he had lied. The quarrel between Cameron and Grey had started
two months before Wereroa; outstanding policy questions naturally
outweighed abstract questions of personal probity in official minds.
In the closely-related allegation of ignorance of the orders given Waddy,
Grey actually demonstrated at the outset that he was well acquainted
with them. 85 Yet he asserted later that day, in a memorandum not shown
to Waddy: 'neither myself nor the Government are acquainted with the
nature of the instructions which have been given to him'. 86 Still more
positively he stated in September: 'neither General Cameron nor BrigadierGeneral Waddy have informed me of, or in any way alluded to, the nature
of the instructions under which the latter was acting, or why they were,
and still are, kept secret from me.' 87 When Grey wrote this, Cameron's
letter summarizing Waddy's instructions was already in print : 88 moreover
he was commenting upon letters devoted almost exclusively to 'the nature
of the instructions.' Audacity could hardly go further. In his last memorandum on 1 January 1866 Grey repeated: 'Waddy's orders have never
yet been communicated to me.'
The allegation that British soldiers were present only as moral support
for the local forces was a more subtle but equally great departure from
truth. On 19 July Grey directed Waddy to establish a post of 400 infantry
to give moral support to local forces and to 'answer the object contemplated' by Cameron in establishing a post at Nukumuru, an object already
defined by Grey as 'enabling you to take the Wereroa Pa by surprise'.
Artillery was ordered up 'for the purpose of breaching it and keeping down
the fire of the place' during the assault. 89 Moral support was thus only
part of what was asked of the infantry and had no bearing on the artillery's
role. In agreeing 'to act as a support' Waddy dropped the 'moral', thus
deleting any suggestion of a passive role.
Grey's despatch significantly amended the purport of what he had
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asked and Waddy had agreed: 'Waddy consented . . . to establish a p o s t . . .
to afford Her Majesty's Colonial Forces the moral support they were
certain to derive from the presence of British Troops. . . . He further
undertook to order a detachment of Artillery to the front, to take part if
necessary in the operation which Her Majesty's Colonial Troops were
about to undertake.' 90 To these subtle distortions Waddy could only
reply, with equal truth and ineffectualness:
On my arrival in the camp I should of course have assumed the command of all the
troops t h e r e . . . . Although I declined to invest the place . . . and to commence a regular
siege with the Imperial troops . . . I certainly never contemplated their remaining passive
spectators. . . .
When I ordered up guns to batter the palisading of the pa it was my intention to have
made a sudden rush upon it with a joint force of Imperial and Colonial troops and
friendly Natives . . . when I could see the defences were sufficiently destroyed.91

Grey completely ignored this and in his last memorandum on the subject
again rephrased the terms of his original request: 'Waddy . . . undertook
to establish without delay a post of four hundred men at a point I indicated,
which post would serve at once as a moral support for the Local Forces
and Natives, and answer the purpose of a post of observation.' 92 The
difficulty of refuting these misrepresentations was enhanced by their
inclusion in papers sent to the Colonial Office by three different mails over
seven months, and published in New Zealand in four batches during two
parliamentary sessions, comprising thirty-four folio pages.
Accounts by historians and biographers testify to the effectiveness of
Grey's technique. A century later his version stood almost unchallenged.
Of three historians before 1900 the two New Zealanders were predisposed
to accept it and to make explicit what Grey left to be inferred. W. P.
Reeves attributed to Grey 'not only skill but signal personal daring'.
Alfred Saunders not only blamed Waddy's tardiness for the defenders'
escape but thought Cameron's 'indolence, obstinacy, and utter incapacity'
demonstrable. G. W. Rusden, living in Victoria, escaped this environmental influence, and followed official papers with dogged fidelity; but,
while noting that the defenders were fewer and less resolute than previously,
he avoided comment altogether. 93
Grey's first two biographers avowedly recorded Grey's oral testimony.
G. C. Henderson was the first to essay a critical assessment of Wereroa.
Like Rusden he noted significant changes in the defenders. He rejected
criticism of Cameron, 'a brave and capable officer', because Grey had
declined to order him to attack; but he thought the capture of Wereroa a
'rebuke' merited by Cameron's language. Henderson also saw that the affair
'had but little effect on the progress of the war'. Two years later J. Collier
accepted Henderson's views in his own biography, but considered Cameron
'evidently no strategist. Grey on the other hand was all that Cameron was
not'. 9 4
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For all their effect on later historians Henderson and Collier might
never have written. In 1922 J. Cowan repeated the myth that Cameron
had 'declined to attack with two thousand men', and closely followed
Grey's narrative. He did, however, name Arei-ahi and Perikama, displaying his usual knowledge of the terrain and care in gathering oral
evidence.95 Apart from a sentence or two in short histories, the next
account appeared in 1959 in Keith Sinclair's distinguished History of
New Zealand. Though pre-Hendersonian in its reference to Cameron's
'refusal', it comments drily: 'it is not clear that anyone was beaten except
the General. Certainly the Hauhau lived to fight another day.' 96
In 1961 J. Rutherford published the first extended critical account
since 1909, but it is one of his less satisfactory passages. The preliminary
account of Cameron's views on the west coast campaign is badly garbled.
Over Wereroa Cameron is first said to have 'virtually defied' Grey, and
then the qualifying adverb is dropped: Brassey's message reaches Grey
before his decision to attack. In other respects Rutherford followed Grey
closely, but saw that Waddy had not intended to remain passive and that
Grey changed his initial plan. He also noted that Grey's speech to the
Assembly was 'not strictly veracious'. He made no assessment of the
event's importance. 97
Mr. Edgar Holt hardly belongs in this company, but it may be noted
that his 1962 account includes almost all the old errors and two new ones:
Cameron is stated to have required 6,000 men to attack Wereroa, and
Grey to have led the force to Karaka himself. 98
The following facts can be regarded as firmly established:
Cameron did not refuse to attack Wereroa. Waddy was known by Grey
to be free to attack by coup de main. Grey went because of a written offer
to surrender to him personally. When negotiations failed, he decided upon
an orthodox frontal assault which Waddy willingly agreed to join, a
decision taken without reference to Pipiriki. Grey altered the initial plan
in accordance with advice from local Maoris, probably conveyed through
Parris, substituting a move on Karaka to occupy Arei-ahi and Perikama
from which Wereroa drew its food. Abandonment of Wereroa was expected to result. The capture of prisoners at Arei-ahi was unforeseen.
Hoping to occupy Wereroa in Waddy s absence, Grey concealed his
change of plan. With Arei-ahi occupied, he decided to send the Maoris
back to Pipiriki and replace them with soldiers from Patea, a substitution
which became redundant with the abandonment of Wereroa. Pipiriki had
no other influence. In Maori hands Wereroa represented no threat while
Cameron's defensive posts remained: its capture had no discernible effect
upon hostilities.
Grey did not achieve a notable military feat, though he did utilize
Maori intelligence with alacrity. Wereroa does demonstrate abundantly
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that attribute of his which least requires it: ingenuity and lack of scruple
in fabricating myth.
James Cook University
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